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CHAPTER I s INTRODUCTION
The awareness of the problems of women was spurred by the
Women's Liberation Movement in Europe and the United States in
the 1960s and furthered by the proclamation of the International
Women's Year by the United Nations in 1975. The three main
themes of the International Women's Year were appropriately
cho ienj Equality, Development, and Peace* Since then, studies
concerning the status of women began to receive attention in Korea.
This has teen an encouraging step in the advancement of women in
Korea and has awakened a long dormant awareness of self in both
Korean women ard men.
Several scholars have done studies on various aspects of women
..n Korea. Included in these are a couple of works on the history of
wner. ir. Korea which will give us some background information.1
There are .lso many articles and Master's theses on the social
status of Korean women. The most recently published of these is a
comprehensivc book entitled Thie Status of Korean Women by Lee
'iyo Jai and Kim Ju Sook. In this book the authors examined the.
facts about Korean population structure and the activities of women
including their pa..ticipation in the home and in legal, educational,
political, and social organizations through a statistical investigati
and by reading descritive materials on all aspects of the lives of
women. Eased upon this investigation, they analyzed and assessed
the status of women in Korea and recommended certain tasks to
be performed by the women's movement.
Lee and Kim argued that the mere increase in numbers of
cnployed women arid the broad range of occupation in which
woc-n participate would not necessarily result in the status of
women but that, indeed, a numerical increase could bring about
more problems in the area of women's rights. They believe that
the advnncement of the status of women will enable each citizen
to exorcl e his rights as an individual in a democratic society.
W en -;hvul m n articipate in every field with an independent mind
-Sho,,ilu holneOit by equal social and economic recognition.
C..,2,f r.', women's situdies should be conlucted on the basis of
tie. above ideas arid by so doing, urgent problems will be
7-ci Pied. A future program in women's studies will focus on
the problems identified by this study.
Tiere are also several sources which deal with the legal
as ct of the role of women in Korea. Studies on family law
fire in abundance since there is a nation-wide movement to amend
faimily law in order to correct inequality that exists between
!"r and wnnen. Therefore, the numerous studies on this aspect
0 law reflect practical problems as well as provide a theo-
retical background for our research.
Although the Korean constitution guarantees equality of
men and women, there are provisions which discriminate against
women in family law. Ten points which should be revised ares
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1) The system of succession should be abolished.
2) The legal definition of blood relationship should
be the same for both men and women.
3) People of the same clan and family name should
not be prohibited from marrying.
4) joint common ownership of property by husband and
wife should be abolished.
5) Frop erty should be divided in, the event of divorce.
6) ~improvement cf system of divorce to require mutual
consent by the parties involved.
7) ?ar,.ntal authority should be exercised equitably.
8) The laws regarding the relationship between step-
mothers and step-children should be revised.
9) SonC and daughters should have equal right of
inheritance.
10) Unconditional r3cognition of the rights of the
sole heir by will should be revised.
There are only a few studies which deal with the political
aspects of women's rights in Korea. The first study under-
taken regarding the political consciousness of Korean women
was done by the Women's Problems Research Club in 1967,
According to this study, Korean women participate in elections
without an high awareness of political issues because they
achitcved the right to note without a long period of struggle
which called attention to % % However, this
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awareness improved with an improvement in the educational
level of women and their repeated participation in electoral
eventi.
in the 1971 survey on the political activities of the
urban vote:- conducted by the Ewha Woman's University Political
Science Club, 90% of the women voters interviewed emphasized
the importance of voting implying a higher degree of women's
Interest in politics. The same high degree of political
awar ,eon wa- also manifest In a similar survey done by the
Y'CA in 1972. Although rural women were not included in
th t', surveys, overall particlpation in the electoral
?r~zez' by wcnen will increase as contact between the urban
and rural sectors increase. Rural-urban migration will also
contribute to this phenomenon. These surveys, by the way,
inlcate that female voting independence from the husband is
sig~nificant,
In adaition, there are very few studies on female politicians
and administrators in Korea which is an indication that few
women, if any, perform effectively in these roles. These
studies should be encouraged in order to illustrate the position
of women in these occupations and, in so doing, encourage the
government to increase the recruitment of women for government
jobs.
In the field of education, numerous research materials
-4
e' t ' hf;., td in which w,'mer, are most active
in Korea. Tnis literature includes studies on women in
,duc,-iton in different peroiods of Korean history, particularly
ne-ir tnc onrA of the 19th century, the advent of the modern
are in Korea. Chung Se Wha's study on the Elimination of
Sex Dincrimination Text Books" is a noteworthy work for those
inteiested in the equality of women. This article deals with
sex role rerceptiin from early childhood. She points out
1kit the "st Irmortant rroblem in Korean education is the
.. *.t kcn nmt or. t,.it there is no discrim.nation based on
r-Cx r cchcol education. Alt', -ugh the number of female students
-7 ncr-.: c-d n .;:. z> at all levels, the ratio between
m:.:Ce and fe.'ale students is 58 1 -42 i high school-, 66 1
4 i: vo:ato:vL high schools, and 73 a 27 in colleges. These
-urce in" .c,,te Thnat on-ortunities for women to advancc to
h.-~cr vauoat:.on is still limited. A mcre serious problem
of dix:z-'1 ir~ation aalnst women is found in the curricula.
Thur4; nailyzed ncme e'conomics teazt books which stressed the
.r.,4tic ai roler of women as houqewives and mothers rather
':an a: iroiv:uuaL. Tnere should De no discrimination in
subjects offered to girls or boys. For instance, courses
ordirnarily offered only to one sex, such as home economics
or ncecnanics, should be made available to both. She also
recommends a chan,%e in family structure, the elimination of
sex-role differentiation at home and in society, and elimi-
nation ,if discrimination af:ainst women in employment in
educational chrricula. Lastly, children's books should
not discriminate against girls, and shoula strive to provide
a good image for women in society.
Literature which deals with the role of women in the
economy is ample. The first major work appeared in 1970 en-
titles "Woman Power in Korea" by the Manpower Development
Research Institute. It is a significant work based upon
a survey which explores the condition of women as a human
resource In(cluding the job consciousness of t.he Korean
working woman and sccieties' attitudes towards the working
woman. Tre survey was conducted for a period of one year
and consisted of a sampling of 1,000 people. The male
attitude from the employer's side was so favorable in regard
to the working woman that some sociologists think that the
pictures presented are more optimistic than the actual
situaticn. But it should be said tnat male employers have
more sympathetic attitude toward their female employees than
do men in generai.
In I72, the Office of Labour Affairs compiled a book
entitled "The Present Situation of Working Women." This
booy includes valuable statistics on woking women and should
serve as a guide book on this subject.2
Some surveys that deal with Job categories are more
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specific. They include "Occupation and Social Participation
of Pr3fessional Women in Korea" (1973) by Kim Ok Yul. Ilan
Wan Sang and Kim Tai Hi. It. this survey. nine professions
are selectedi teachers, nurses, prolessors, librarians. doctors,
pharmacists. journalists, social %orkers, and civil servants.
Backgrounds, so:io-economic traits, job situations, the degree
of job satisfaction. social and political consciousness and
particioction, and the roles of women compared to those of
mer are emprhasized in the study.
7he difference between professional women and woman
latorers was noteworthy in this survey. Professional women,
constituti-g about 20C of the total professional job holders
are more satisfied with their jobs and the pay differences
between men and women are narrower. These women are more
active socially and generally more content psychologically
than the average working women. They also exhibit a degree
of profesnional pride. The difficulties these women have
encountered in their professions include discrimination
in promotionsadvancement, and retirement, although discrimi-
nation based on sex Is less conspicuous than in other types
of jobs. They also face difficulties in the combination
of homemaking functions with employment although the length
of their services with employers are much longer than the
average wcman laborer* The dual role of mother and career
-7.
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mcnt. s1econdly, it is assumed that the knowledge generated
by this research can be utilized to address the Issue of
female participation in national development.
With these assumptions in mind, it seems reasonable to
look for a scheme which permits us to find out the factors
which affect the decision-making process in relation to the
stalus of women. Such a scheme requires explicit defini-
ticns for status and national development. These defini-
tion- ::-eclfvy cod5fication of content for a specific temporal
r as w.-l as a set of operational observational procedures.
.n ieveloping an operational definition of the status
o. %cr'r,.n "omer, it is necessary to distinguish between the
40MeSt c and public domains and to decide vnether to focus
Cn iho extent to which women are respected and revered or
to concentrate on he extent to which women hold power and/
or authorlty in the aomestic and public domains.
ir.e domustic domain includes activities performed within
the reqim of the localized family unit. The public domain
P.'!uccs demographic, economic, social, and educational
c 'tivities that take place or have impact beyond the localized
IF. Aiiy unit and that relate to control of persons or control
ol" things. The distinction between domestic and public
rea]mn Is irportn-it, since high status in one domain might
corre'vab'.y preclude high status in the other, ir some -ncieties.5
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W!. 0. iwith d,:'i.es powvr as "the ability to act
effectiv'ly on Fersonr or things, to take or secure favorable
decisions which bre not of right allocated to the individuals
or their roles." He defines authority as "the right to
make a particular decision and to command obedience." 6 Thus,
power ani authority are concepts that characterize the ways
in which decisions are made and carried out.
The deCree to which women are respected and revered
is the raraireter mo.t stenographers have in mind wvhen tney
ment',n fe:i;ate status.
In the e-mpirical analys.is of female status to be pre-
Fer.-ed 'celow, deferential treatment and respect will not be
inciudei In: the operational definition of the status of
womren becau.e this res'arch is mainly concerned with the
degree to which women participate in the decision-making
proceis associated with power and/or authority.
'Dh,;refore, status is defined in terms of the degree to
which women participate in the ('-4cislon-making process
,Jch includes power and/or authority in the domestic and
v h! *c domains.
in geners.l terms, "development" means not only change,
ut implies change for the better, Here, national develop-
e<," meins modernization in various fields, such as the poli-
tJEl, sccial, economical and pshychological fields. Moderni-
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zatit' ia a process based on the rational utilization of
resources and aimed it the establishment of a "modern
soc.ety.
k modern society is characterized by the application
of technology, by extensive social interdependence, by
urbanization, literacy, social mobility, and a host of
similar factcrs.
'o explain the dependent variable, the degree to which
weron par;Lcipate in the decision-making process which affects
the status of women, the following factors were selected as
independet variabless
1) are
2) education
3) duration of marriage
4) economic status
5) consciousness of discrimination against women
by men
6) consciousness about the status of women
7) residential area
The independent variables were measured in terms of
various categories. (see Chpw-, IV)
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Hypotheses Formulation
The central hypothesis of the study is that Korean
women will perform more effective roles in national develop-
ment as they become more involved in decision-making.
Specifically, we have made seven hypotheses relative to
this studys
1) Participation in decision-making is relative to
ages An older woman will have more influence in
this process.
2) Participation in decision-making is also tied to
education. A more educated woman will exert
greater influence in this process.
3) Yarital longevity increases the influence of a
woman in the decision-making process.
4) The higher the economic status of a woman,the more likely
she is to participate in the decision-making
vocess,
5) The more a woman is conscibus of discrimination
against women by men, the more likely she is to
be in the decision-making process.
6) The more a womani conscious about the status and
roles of women in national development, the more
liKely she is to participate in decision-making
process.
- 14 -
7) The longer a woman lives in an urban setting, the
more likely she is to participate in the decision-
making process.
Sample Size
The following number of Korean women was sampled randomly
from Seoul and six rural areass
Seoul 200
Kvunggi province 80
Kangwon province 80
Chungchong province 147
KyunC.C;an- province '146
Chulla province 143
Cheju Island 70
Total 866
Data Analysis
The techniques of analysis are largeiy contingent upon.
the questions posed by a researcher and the nature of the data.
Since all of the data for this study are nominal (categorical)
ir nature, the methods to be utilized are those of percentage
and contingency coefficient analysis, the latter also denoted
as cross-tabulation.
The contingency coefficient, symbolized by the letter
Mc" is a measure of the extent of associations or relation
between two sets of attributes,'which are arranged according
- 15 -
to (W) (r) table3. 8 The degree of association between two
Eets of attributes is determined by the following formula.
c=! 2 and the significance of x2 (chi square) with
n + x
the degrees of freedom measured by (k-l) (r-l). For compa-
rability between two tables, c is used.9 For
maximum
this ztudy, the level of significance is .001,
- 16 -
C!APTER I! , THEORETICAL FRAr.E'.ORK
As we are in the second year in the Women's Decade, following
the Internatifonal Women's Year, the probiem of how to integrate
womcn's status into national development becomes the imperative
of the time. romen's role both as agents and as beneficiaries
in the developmental process is all encompassing.
Wo,,en's status has slowly improved over the years. The
iThernat'.cnal 'i-omen's Year promulgated by the United Nations
cr tair _° gave impetus to this improvement. However long
:ore tha,., many factors helped to advance the status of
; vtrohout te world. Women's participation in time of
cr-iz3-s, pa.-ticularly during the war time in the labor force
In So-caUlled traditionally men's fields exhibited the hitherto
l:r-ec. 'ri:cd ability of women. Their holding uf thase types
of j&:z continued in the postwar pcriod. Technological change
a>l.o cased women's housework and gave women more time for self
rffI'ezon. Wide-spread education availhble to women is also
Lar£cor. The emergence of feminist ideologies propounded
r.Y Fe;ty 1'riedan and Kate Millet certainly aroused women's
:OnlcIousnesa about their status and their role. The above
nentionnd factors all contributed to front rtaging women's
questions.
The term, "the status of women" is highly elusive and
hard to define. Status is often defined as "the rewards and
- 17 -
pr.szige that the person can expect who performs that
particulai role"i as a "place in a graded order of power, 
rank,
or esteem" or as "the ranking of a social position In terms
of power, prestige and esteem in comparison with another or
other social position.
"u1
Therefore women's status can be defined as the ranking,
In terms of prestige, power, or esteem, accorded to the position
of "women" in comparison with, or relative to, the ranking -
also in trms of prestige, power, or esteem - given to the
position of "men'.2 Then, this raises questions. If women's
r~atus is a value judgment that ranks the position of women
relative to the position of men, which social indicators should
b- used to establish this ranking.
The commonly used indicators of the social position of
wc;.en to that of men are the proportions of women to total
menbership in the labor force and to total enrollment at
differen- educational levels, with only "a cursory reference
to a particular measure of women's statub." 3 Soiae use power
iz an indicator. Peggy Sanday focuses on political power.
SLxday operationally defines it and measures it by political
participation and involvement of women in solidarity 
groups.
lRany researchers say that economic power is a key indicator of
women's status. As amply shown, there is no consensus about
operational definitions and measures of women's statue.
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Equality is not yet attained by women. However, women's
economic status has improved more rapidly than at any other
time in the twentieth century. In America, the people arc
clearly not ready to despense with a sexual division of labor,
or to accept the end of traditional values. However within
existing values, women's economic role has been dramatically
transformed. Mi~llions of females have left home for the first
time to take an active part in the nation's economic life, and,
while their involvement has not resulted in a feminist revolu-
tion, it has represented a significant new element in male-
femae relationships, the ranifications of which promised to
affect substantially the future distribution of sexual 
roles.5
This pattern is not only confined to the United States, but
it has become world-wide phenomenon in the latter part of the
t.-entieth century. Korea is no exception.
Power ind authority are concepts that characterize the
way in which decisions are made and carried out. According
to Weber, power "is the probability'that one actor within 4
social relationship will be in a position to carry out his
ivill despite resistance, regardless of the basis on which
this probability rests." When power rests on legitimacy and
When it is exercised within a hierarchy of roles, it is
defined as authority. Authority is defined as "the aspect of
a status in a system of social organization ... by virtue of
- 19 -
vahich the incumbent is put in a position iei-jtiiately to make
decisions which are bindiiij, not only on himself but on the
coll ectivi ty. "6
:..G. Smith defines power as "the ability to act effectively
on persons or things, to take or secure favorable decisions
which are not of right allocated to the individuals or their
roles." Ile defines authority as "the right to make a
particular decision and to command obedience."
7
Lanphere contends that women use strategies to respond to
the distribution of power and authority which differ depending
on whether women are able to make decisions or whether decisions
are made by mon. Zinc9 ',°omen are not ir. positions of authority.
-cnon often exercises influence when she is able to bring about
a dc :zion on another part to act in a certain 
way....8
ter defining "po1.:cr" and "authority", the question of
dCecision-:,a':ing comes up. A decision is a choice among
alcrn.ativcs hich determines particular allocations at
spoeific times. 9 Until recently, the systematic analysis of
decision-making has been slighted. But in the 1960's, decision-
aking has become the most generalized new concept in political
research. .il0
Nevertheless, there has not been much study on the degree
to which women participate in the decision-making process as
an indicator of the hightening of women's status in national
- 20 -
development. In this study, women's status is analyzed in
terms of decision-making process associated with power and/or
authority in the domestic and public domain.
In analyzing women's status in national development,
women's role inevitably comes into the picture. According to
Buvlnic, "status" and "role" are complementary concepts,
together they portray the interrelationship between the social
structure and the individual. Status defines the individual's
place in the social structure, role emphasizes the way in which
the individual de.:-iands inherent in a. particular social peti'inn.
Fole h-e ic dcfirned as "the expected behavior associated with
a particular social position"; as "the set of actual performances
and funcnions expected of a person in a particular social
pocition. il
In this study, we are concerned with the status of women
as wCei as the need for %vomen's participation in development.
-. e urn to twhe question of devclopment. Development
triLj-ers legal and inslitutional as %,.ell as socio-economic
char.;ces. 1-owever, wiomen seem to do better in achieving
equality aid recognition under the laws of their countries
than actually in real life. The gap between the theory and
practice should be narrowed in order to achieve real sense of
equality between men and women.
In Korea, due to the economic development plans starting
- 21 -
ii
in the 1960s, the industrial structur was expanded and an
occupational structure was specified. A high degree of human
resources was needed to carry on this economic development.
In response to this new demand Korean women's economic
activities were greatly expanded. In 1976, an unprecedented
number, 4.456,000 women were engaged in economic activities
in Korea. 1 2  And the number of economically active females
have risen every year since the 1960s.
Thorefore, women's contribution to the Industrialization
and modernization of the country. is enormous and breathtaking.
However, the mere number of women's participation in the labor
market does not siGnifj that the socio-economic status of those
Xo.rean .,,omen is substantially advanced. Mlany of them are lowl.,y
pa-, woman w-.orkers.
Since we recognize that women's contribution to national
do,, oopent- s enoimous, their status should be improved
commeonsurate oith their ability and their contribution to
national development.
The advancement of women's sta-uos is imperative to give
enczouragement and satisfaction to 'the women. When human beings
all enjoy equality in all walks of life'. that society is more
sane, more productive and social justice to which we all aspire
4can be, achieved. Women should not be discriminated or treated
unequal because of their sex. The traditional division of
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labor _ccurded to me:. .nd .,,n :. , d bi iiated -nd merged
if ,ho-.i. an tein.r; : mK d b, riven ,iq1:a'i opportunity
".I... t- u di';ied it i: not only
cc .... , self- n.,E . t  n 1- , it :'r ch;'iren , and
for societ'/ in [-," .l. c:,hev car ftl.'y contribute to national
d cveo r.elnt. 'omen's status, thercforc, should be fully
intecratedi into national develo.ment.
Irene Tinker noted he detrimental effects on women of
dcve ~:et rriects bhn.zced or *c7'.tc:-. ethnocentric view, and
:.r;Zeni m %- Ke. T;ent widtni tc. Cap between woyren's and
-,.'- tpir cJ er - cau eC -' !;Ianr r' s ':,estern middle
,:ass ::; hnn;... tr importanit rule women play in subsistence
13
0. Cc r'o~a. ..
It is true that the migration of rural people to the urban
areas left rural ;;omen w.tlth heavier rez:,cn!ibilities in the
a,:iculturzl productior. aq ai 'l s .t:. household vr)rk. But
wizh tKhe mechanization of ar-riculture, women's wcrk burden was
and sholld bc l.;htrened No. fo- n.( tt.re consecu-ive years,
the income of rural p,. :u.-pL r.* h'z of thL .-r'an workers
in -lorea. 4  The con%3zu-'ption of -. ,der,. electric gocds and
gadgets increased in -nnF rural areas thus showing an iu-proved
status of living "lhich undoubtedly benefits rural women.
Development Is "a dual process. It greatly expands new
economic and social activities, and at the same Aime traditional
-23 
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.2.2.2~...  ~ ~< .2<i~< ~ $4J< <2~.2 ;~2 .2'07
aciite are trasfome and thi reltiv Imoraces
that. lao srlae frtenwatvtls"5 Orpsu
lation Ista l.eeopetpann hol e ud
maa ciities trans~n)_* eformed bnd thworl mien amrtncer-o
.2srvies ths laor a reesedt ofo thee ageivioien. a ur d prive u
fatren is- thacalneveopec plann dsg ing ucd ae taytiat
the pdcins of femaleworkatinu in trdtinlchivte
potsnenti aloso utlie sonehats deomen ca m benfi and
=reprodtire seanpldoymn living. ndterfre rdcto
Efoers th rae oureo economic ndiuso-al deeoment
man reoude foreonmic peerformedt bt women aesuper-ay
actiprvitgIecmsitibto.1
Ted ayvthatistrodbatinefeds aprodachephaoods nhmdent
"A basneed opprietied ol eamneyines and p t conrout
the pehat ecnmicg thlann ing s be heich~ inec suheawam.
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Participation interacts with the two main elements of a basic-
needs strategy. For example, education and good health will
facilitate participation, and participation in turn will
strengthen the claim for the material 
basic needs.17
Recognition is given to the contribution of women in
providing the needs of life. The significance of the full
utilization of women's labor is seen in the following ways,
there axe two facets to a basic-needs strategy for women in
dcveloping countries. The first is to enable them to contribute
more effectively to the satisfaction of their families' basic
noceds, ,ithin the framework of their traditional responsibilities.
Thc second is to ease their work burden while furthering their
eccnomic independence and their more equitable integration into
the community.
Ingrid Palmer contends that the basic needs approach to
development does not elaborate upon the consequences of unequal
exchange between men and women, not fully commenting on women
as producers. Therefore, she stresses the need for the
feminization of the development process calling for the
"opening up" of the production and exchange relations within
the household to the wider community.18
Here, it is appropriate to quote from the Preamble to the
Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination against Wmen,
November 7, 1967.
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...discrimination against woMen is incompatible with
human dignity and with the welfare of the family and of society,
prevents their participation, or equal terms with men, in the
political, social, economic and cultural life of their countries
and is an obstacle to the full development of the potentialities
of women in the service of thcir countries and of humanity;
"...the full and complete development of a country, the
welfare of the world, and the cause of peace require the
naximum participation of women as well as men in all fields.
" 19
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CHAPTER III ' WOt.N'S STATUS AND DEOG.APi.IC.,
EDUCATIONAL, SOCIO-ECONOMIC INDICATORS
1. Women's Participation in the Decision-making 
Process
as the Dependent Variable
As the dependent variable a twofold 
typology of women's
participation in the decision-makilng 
process in the domestic
and public domains is employed.
The domestic domain includes activities 
performed within
the realm cf the localized family unit. 
The public domain
includes demographic, economic, social, 
and educational actiV-
i that take place or have impact beyond 
the locali7ed
famr'iY unit and that relate to thz co:trol 
of persons or
con rol of th " :"s."
2. lndep cfnldet Variables
In order to explain the depencent variable, 
the following
seven factors were chosen as the independent 
variables:
(1) Ae
Seniority is very important to acquire respect 
at home
ond in society. Thuo, as a woman gets older, 
she is mor6
reopected and revered by the yourg. Even in the 
traditional
tatriarchal society, mother commanded respect 
and exerted in-
fluence. When Goode studied authority relationships 
in the
family, the wife dominant type was found more 
in the age group
of 40 or over constituting 74%. According to Goode, 
the
older couples have more wife dominant type in the American
family. He also pointed out that as women get older, 
women
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can be liberated from obedient relaLionship at the time of
their marriage and even in the immigrant families of Italy,
Greece, and East Luropean countries in which male dominance
is recognized, middle-aged women and older women have domi-
2
nance in the family.
Therefore, it is postulated that older women participate
more in the decision-making process in the domestic an'
public domains.
(2) Education
The "theory of Resources" presented by Blood and Wolfe,
(1960), assumes that the relative power of husbands and
wives in making family decisions depends upon the relative
resourcer (such as educaticn, employment, occupational
status) which each spouse brings into the marriage. Hus-
handc usually have higher power because they control a
greater number of these -esources. The wife's power in
decision-making is assumed to increase as her resources
increase.
However, the "theory of resources" faced criticisms.
In 1970, Rodman revised the "theory of resources" to take
into account the cultural contexts in which families are
lccated. In highly developed societies, education can be
a socio-economic resource variable that increases the hus-
band's power in the family; in less developed societies,
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education can be a cultural variable that brings about closer
contact with an "equalitarian marital ethnic.
Buvinic also asserts that education is probably one of
the most direct and effective ways available of reaching,
motivating, and changing people - both women and men. 5 In
this case, changing people applies to the degree of aware-
ness of women's status by women themselves.
Esther Peterson also says that education increases her
contributions to family life by expanding and deepening her
understanding, interests, values, and family goals. A Sharp-
ened intellect and a wider perception of the world bring the
possibility for a rich satisfying life. A good education
should make a woman more aware of her responsibilities
toward her fellow men and of the need for talents in public
6
service. Whether or not a woman ever goes into the labor
force, her education - the best education she can obtain -
if of as much importance to the nation and to humanity as
it is to her own satisfaction and. sense of achievement.
Thus, we have observed that education has a most profound
impact on the economic status of women.7 Basically, it
means improving their work skills and thereby broadening
their employment opportunities. But lack of it or an in-
sufficient amount often means rejection and puvbrty rather
than a production and satisfying wqrk life.
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In Ghana, education as an indicator was proven. In
Ghana, Feldman(19 6 7) found that uneducated men and women re-
ported a more traditional ideology that is patriarchal
authorit. and a more husband dominated decision-making than
the educated ones8
According to Kandel and Lesser's research on marital
decision-making in American and Danish urban families, husbands
who have less education than their wives have less power.
And when the wife is employed out of the home, her husband
has less power than when she is not employed.
9
Thus, wiv-3' education and economic status have more power
in their marriage and thus more aptly participate in the decision-
making.
(3) Duration of Marriage
In Korea, mother-in-law commands great authority This
was also proved in Taiwan. In studying Taiwanese family life
which has similar tradition and custom, Wolf noted as a young
bride a woman enters the group in the lowest status, but.as her
children grow she gains influence with her husband and builds
10
loyalty in her sons.
In Japan, the low status of the daughter-in-law's authority
derives from the fact that 1) she is a woman, 2) she is young,
3) she is unskilled in the household and in production labor,
4) she is an outsider in that family and 5) she serves the in-
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lkws,. The power of housewife such as home management, the edu-
cation of the children, the decision-making of life style belongs
in the hands of mother-in-law. The Daughter-in-law was supposed
to wait ntil the authority was finally delegated from the
mother-in-law. The authority relationship between the mother-
in-law and the daughter-in-law was deep rooted. Although the
custom was gradually disintergrated in the postwar period, the
above-mentioned relationship of authority will be likely to
11
remain as long as the lineal famiy, system remains. The
feature is more conspicuous in the rural area as proved in
Japar.
Thus, it is assumed that as marital longevity increases,
more women participate in tne decision-making process in the
domestic and public domains.
(4) Economic Status
Female employment helped to prompt a shift in the distri-
bution of o-.er within the family. Lavid Heer's survey of Irish
Catholic couples in !oston, showed that ir both lower-class,.
and middle-class famiiies women who worked enjoyed considerably
more influence over "really important decisions" than did wives
who were not employed. The same finding appeared in Deborah
Kliger's study of middle-class households in New '(ork, where
employed women substantially affected decisions on "major
purchases, loans, savings and investments."12  Thus, as a wife
left home, she gained authority over decisions involving
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transactions with the external environment, while losing at least
some control over household concerns.
Robert Blood reasoned that a woman's contribution to the
decision-making process correlated directly with her value as
measured by the outside world. She had a moral right to help
determine how her earnings were spent, she enjoyed the benefit
of outside contacts, which she might use as a source of ideas
and arguments in pressing her position, and she could draw upon
the social skills and confidence which came from functioning
effectively in an occupational setting. The housewife, in
contrast, provided no monetary assistance to the household and
performed a job that was accorded litLIe prestige or status.
She benefited from, but did not add to, the family resources,
she had little base for demanding a large voice in major econo-
mic decisions. One of the consequences of female employment,
therefore, was to lesson the dominance of the male by breaking
his monopoly on the outside world and giving his spouse some
of the authority derived from participating in an "external"
environment13
According to Mirra Komarovsky, (Blue-Collar Marriage, New
York, 1962), millions of lower-class women lacked both the
sophistication and experience to envision the possibility of
an alternative life style. Such women agreed without hesi-
tation that their husbands' sphere responsibility should be
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suparvte from their own. The wife of the blue-collar work
rarely asked the question "who am I?", first, because it never
occured to her, and second, because she already knew the answer.
2rough: wo to be a wife and mother, she accpeted her ascribed
.taus as both natural and right.
Another example is also found in Ernestine Friedl's study of
a Greek v.I!la,;e. Men hold Dower and authority in the public
sphe'-c arn. are also the official decision makers in the home.
.'ut w-.cn h..'e -:n cf.fective voice in many domestic decisions
.f *,he dc.'wri e they bring 'o i er husLrnds. in -he
r.... .. ...... -,,tructum, .h i' r.o male h erarchy
.- .i a . ,;fe, thr. u)ih conr':ol of eco:,n!c
r, .. r , ,  , 0! , I.s a , .. to counteract her u. QIn ' z [omin,:-;ce.
.C oc-curtn or "iv 1-< ,; .c,r properties,
:r,,y hVe :.c,' sna aiticoitv air.i v Fd tc .rtici*ate more in
C§J o.I:c:oI;ncss au,,ut Discrimi ntior.
.t incj:.l a35upio, is tna' .nuality between the
,e...C.3 is r~ te,! " uitn n ",he social stru2ture itself, through the
:-ocaion. of lif:'erent spheres of responsibility to men and
w.-n, in traditicn and practice, most societies have developed
an claborate and segregated net work of roles for each sex, with
little interaction or exchange between the two sexes. The
33 -
division of labor, in rr.ort ca-e-, has led to a division of
authority as well. The expectation that male will make "major"
decisicno is related directly to the activities carried out
ty mcn and women and the connotations attached to those acti-
vities. There may be no inherent difference between the value
of holding a job and the ialue of keeping a house, but one has
been accorded greater weight and prestige than the other.
Thus, the very existence of different sets of activities for men
znd women has been s means of maintaining and reinforcing an
-talarice cf power between the sexes. In practice, if not in
16
vr nciple, Ceparate has meant unequal,
Females clearly fit into Louis Wirth's definition of a
rrinzrity grcup. They have been "singled out for differential
or u:-tr ual treatment ... because of their physical and cultural
c-7-.-r' ic ," an'" they have been excluded from "full parti-
cip;.-tion in society" on the basis of their sex.17
Tn.refore; it is postulated that the more a woman is
cc6: .3 of discrimination against women by men, the more
likely sne is to be in the decision-making process.
(6) Consciousness about Their Status
Women's consciousness about their status was aroused by
Betty Friedan's "The Feminine Mystique" and an ensuing women's
liberation movement throughout the world. The above represents
the deological theory of change which points out to subtle
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attitudes that allow men to dominate women. The other two
conventional ones are the technological theory of change repre-
sented by W. F. Ogburn who says that labor-saving vices,
improved family planning methods, better health and longer life
span as some of the important factors that have freed women
from the family and contributed to rise in their labor force
participation.
Parsons and Bales developed the theory of the division of
labor. According to their theory, American men and women value
equality of opportunity and achievement, but their roles are
different, men achieve in work outside the homel women cultivate
the opportunity of the child to realize his full potential by
staying inside the home.
18
Giele refutes above mentioned theories alLhough she
recognizes such merit and says that if the change in men's and
wcmen's roles is a process of differentiation with its greater
potential for recognizing human qualities that are shared
across the sexes, then it should be possible to identify f£>rces
in the larger society that have contributed to split up tradi-
tional sex roles into several component parts, allowing some
previously performed by only one sex to be carried out by
persons with requisite qualifications without regard to sex.
In such a process of differentiation going on in men's and
women's roles, cross-over is possible in many aspects of role
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performance between men and women. Therefore, Giele's theory
is that a shared consciousness is possible in which men and
women, can perceive more clearly each other's problems and
satisfactions, and as a result identify with the 
other. 1 9
Although Giele's theory emphasizes a shared consciousness
of men and women, our postulation is that women's consciousness
about the status of women is derived from feminist ideology
shared by women throughout the world. However, we recognize
the validity of other theories which certainly contributed to
the raising of consciousness about women's status.
(7) Residential Area
A new type of family system is emerging in urban society.
This urban family type which has its model representatinn among
the young, better educated, middle class couples, tends to
direct future change in the family system. In this emerging
urban family system, relatively egalitarian authority patterns
and shared division of labor patterns characterize most of the
marital relationship.20
It is postulated that most changes in the Korean family
systems have developed in urban communities and, in varying
degrees, have been diffusing to rural communities through the
institutionalized and informal linkages between the rural and
urban population. The study done by Ha Sang Rak reveals that
the nuclear family systems in Korean urban areas constitute 70%.
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closely followed by 64h% in the rurail areas.
2
' The gap is quite
small between the two areas.
These premises do not mean that changes in rural family
oatterns occur only through the diffusion of urban family
patterns to the rural communities. Endogenous changes in rural
community organization and family patterns, life styles are
associated with the modernization programs which include tech-
nological and economic development. These effects are reflected
in the rising levels of living and education among the rural
persons. In turn, these developments generally reinforce
changes in rural family patterns introduced by the diffusion of
the developing urban family patterns.
Therefore, it is postulated that urban women participate
more in the decision-making process than rural women.
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CAPTER IV i RESEARCH FIHiDi;'; -: AI D I!NTEii'RETAT!Oi12
The respondents in the saml.ne were randomly chosen on
the basis of the population ratio from Zeoul, the provinces
of Kyunggi, Kanewon, Chungchong, Kyunsang, Chulla and Cheju
Island. Therefore, it might be said that the sample represents
the general characteristics of Korean women in regard to their
status in national development.
I. Dependent Variable
The dependent variable, women's status, defined as the
degree to which women participate in the decision-making
process. This includes power and/or authority in the domestic
and public domains and is operationalized as follows,
(1) Women's participation in the decision-making process
in the domestic domain
How well women participate in the decision-making process
in the domestic domain is measured by four categories--almost
always, frequently, almost never and no answer.
(2) Women's participation in the decision-making process
in the public domain
How well women participate in the decision-making process
in the public domain is categorized into four items--almost
always, frequently, almosi never and no answer.
Table IV-I and Figure IV-i(i)(2) show that out of the 866
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women who answered the questions, 410 (47.3Z) were almost
always, 383 (44.2%) frequently, 67 (7.7) women gave no answer
to the question. Out of the 866 women, 185 (21.4) were almost
always, 405 (46.81) frequently and 269 (31.15) almost never
took part in the decision-m0zing process in the public domain,
and 7 (0.8%) women did not reply to the question. Therefore,
most respondents (91.5%) tend to participate in the domestic
affairs, while only 590 (68.2%) women are engaged in the
decision-making process outside the home.
Table IV-1 Participation in D-M Process
.Domestic Domain Public Domain
Almost Always 410 (47.3) 185 (21.4)
Frequently 383 (44.2) 405 (46.8)
Almost Never 67 ( 7,7) 269 (31.1)
Io knswer 6 ( 0.7) 7 ( o.8)
Total (;) 866 (99.9) 866 (100.0)
Figure IV-l(1) Figure IV-l(2)
Domestic Domain Public Domain
No Answer Almost Always No Answer
--- ~2 ±00
v 8 AlmostF
Freuently Never
43 9 -1 .
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In recent years, the importance of having women participate
fully in the tasks and benefits of national development has
received wide recogi.i zion throughout the world. The findings
demonstrate that most Korean women are in line with the world-
wide trend and take part in the decision-making process at
home. However, many women are far away from full participants
in the decision-making process outside the family unit. This
situation reflects the fact that the main interest of Korean
women lies with the decisions within the domestic sphere.
II. Independer*' variables
As mcntioned earlier, the following seven factors were
selected to explain the degree to which women partic.pate in
the decision-making process in the domestic anti public domains.
'h r~are age, education, duration of marriage, economic status,
conzc.ouzness of discrimination against women by men, conscious-
necs aboutr the status of women, and residential area. These
variables are operationalized as follows,
() Age
how old a woman is measured by four categories--over 40
years old, 20-40 yearo old, under 20 years old, and no answer.
Among the 866 respondents, 423 (48.9%) belonged to the age
group between 21 - 40, 364 (42%) over 40, 72 (8.3%) between
21 - 40, and seven women did not reply to the question.
Therefore, the sample is mainly composed of women over 20
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years old (90.9'i).
(a) Domestic Domain
in TrIble 1-2(1) the data indicates that out of the 410
active narticipants in the decision-making process in the
domiestic domain, a majority (73.-45) were over 40 years of age.
Of the 393 frequent participants. 285 (74.4) were between
21 and 40 years old. Of the 67 rare participants, 48 (71.6;)
belo-t.ed to the aCe Croup between 21 and 40. Thus, it is
foun! that aworn over ]-0 are inclined to almost -,l'.ays partici-
-'tc in t-.c decisLcn-making process, while .,omen under 40
nd -'r,:ontly or a!most never take r .rt in the decision-
Place Table I1-2(1) About :iere
Crooz tabulation, which provides a measure of the extut
of azz .iation bet'.ween tw.o sets of attributes, further
illuzzrates the above contention. The degree of participation
if t:ho dw.:,estic d2cision-raking process was cross-tabulated
".ith %he age variable. The value of the contingency coefficient
(C=.53, p< .001) implies a high degree of association between
the tw.o variables.
(b) Public Domain
Table IV-2(2) demonstrates that out of the 185 full
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participants in the dci.;Ion-making process in the public
domain, a majority (73) beongmfd to the age groun over 110.
Of the I05 frcqucnt participants, 201 (9.6) were between
21 and IC, %-hile 170 ( %2) w;ere over 11O. Of the 269 rare
participants, 1714 (64.7') wiere between 21 and 40. Thus, the
sample indicates that women over 40 are likely to almost;
always or frequently participate in the decision-making
process, while women under 40 are inclined to frequently or
almost never participate in the decesion-making process.
Table IV-2(t) : Age
(Domestic Domain)
Over 40 20-40 Under 20 No Answer Total
Almost Always 301 88 19 2 410
(172.3) (200.3) (34.1) (3.3)
Frequently 52 285 43 3 383
(161.0) (187.1) (31.8)
Almost Never 8 48 10 1 67
(28.2) (32.7) (5.6) (0.5)
No Answer 3 2 0 1 6
(2.5) (2.9) (0,5) (0.1)
Total 364 423 72 7 866
(364.o) (423.0) (72.0) (7.0)
C = .53 p < .001
*Expected frequencies are in the parentheses.
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Table IV-2(2) , Age
(Public Domain)
Over 40 20-40 Under 20 No Answer Totsl
Almost Always 135 45 2 3 185
(77.8) (90.4) (15.4) (1.5)
Frequently 170 201 30 4 405
(170.2) (197.8) (33.7) (3.3)
Almost Never 59 174 36 0 269
(113.1) (131.4) (22.4) (2.2)
No Answer 0 3 4 0 7
(2.9) (3.4) (0.6) (0.1)
Total 364 423 72 7 866
(364.0) (423.0) (72.1) (7.1)
C = .39 p < .001
*Expected frequencies are in the parentheses.
The cross-tabulation of the participation degree with
the age variable in the public domain is resulted in neither*
strong nor low degree of the relationship between the variables
as shown in the value of the contingency coefficient (C=.39.
p < .001).
Therefore, our basic hypothesis is upheld that the degree
of participation in decision-making is relative to age, An
older woman has more influence in this process. It is also
found that she tends to more actively participate in the
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domestic decision-ma-kinL prucszs (c:-.53) than the public
decision-making process (c-.",.
(2) Educ-Lion
The educational background is categorized in terns of
five items--college or higher education, high school, middle
school, elementary or minimal education and no answer. Among
the 866 respondents, 307 (35.5%) received a high school
education, 261 (30.1%) primary school or less, 209 (24.1%)
niddle school, 79 (9.1%) college or higher education, and
10 (1.2,o) did not contribute information to the question.
Hence, the sample ranges largely from the elementary school
graduates to the high school graduates with a relatively
equal distribution.
(a) Domestic Domain
As Table IV-3(1) indicates, out of the 410 eager
participants in the decision-making process in the domestic
domain, 249 (60.7%) were high school graduates. Of the 383
frequent participants, 147 (38.4%) had an educational background
of elementary or minimal education, while 145 (37.9%) received
a middle school education. Of the 67 rare participants, 44
(65.70') received an elementary or minimal education. Thus,
the data shows that women who graduated from high schools are
likely to always participate in the decision-making process.
On the other hand, women who received a middle school or a
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lesser degree of education tend to frequently or rarely take
part in the decision-making process. One thing that should
be noted here is that among the 79 women who received an
education of college or more, a majority are inclined to
fully participate (50.65) or frequently participate (45.6%).
Table IV-3(l) , Education
(Domestic Domain)
College High Middle Primary No Answer Total
or more School School School
or less
Almost 40 249 48 69 4 410
Always (37.4) (145.4) (99.0) (123.6) (4.7)
Frequently 36 50 145 147 5 383
(34.9) (135.8) (92.4) (115.4) (4.4)
Almost 3 4 A 44 0 67
Never (6.1) (23.8) (16.1) (20.2) (0.8)
No Answer 0 4 0 1 1 6
(0.6) (2.1) (1.5) (1.8) (0.1)
Total 79 307 209 261 10 866
(79.0) (307.1) (209.0) (261.0) (10.0)
C = .49 p< .001
*Expected frequencie3 are in the parentheses.
(b) Public Domain
Table IV-3(2) shows that out of the 185 full participants
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in the decision-makin,-, procest; in the public domain, 67 (36.2%)
were graduated from high schools, while 55 (29.7,,) from
college UL' higher education. .,t out of the 79 wumen with a
college or higher degree, a majority (69,6') were active
participants in the process of decision-making. Of the 405
frequent participants, 176 (43.5%) had an elementary or minimal
education, while 146 (36.1%) graduated from middle schools.
Of the 269 rare participants, a majority (65.8%) were composed
of women with a primary school or less education. Therefore,
women with more than high school education are likely to almost
always participate in the decision-making process, while women
with less than middle school education tend to frequently or
rarely participate in the process of decision-making.
Place Table IV-3(2) About Here
A contingency coefficient of .56.indicates a high
association of the two variables (C-.56, p <.001).
The above findings are in keeping with our working
hypothesis that participation in decision-makig is tied to
educations A more educated women exerts greater influence in
this process. And she is more actively associated with the
public decision-making pro,,-iss than with the domestic decision-
making process.
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Table IV-3(2) , Education
(Public Domain)
College High Middle Primary No Answer Total
or more School School School
or less
Almost 55 67 38 22 3 185
Always (16.9) (65.6) (44 .7) (55.8) (2.1)
Frequently 16 176 146 61 6 405
(37.0) (143.6)(97.7) (122.1) (2.8)
Almost 8 59 25 177 0 269
Never (24.5) (95.4) (64.9) (81.1) (3.1)
No Answer 0 5 0 1 1 7
(0.6) (2.5) (16.2) (20.2) (0.8)
Total 79 307 209 261 10 866
(79.0) (307.0)(209.1) (261.0) (10.0)
C = .56 p< .001
*Expected frequencies are in the parentheses.
(3) Duration of Marriage
The longevity of marriage is measured by five items--
more than 20 years, 10-19 years, 1-9 years, unmarried and no
answer. Among the 866 respondents, 249 (28.8%) were married
for 10-19 years, 232 (26.8%) for 1-9 years, 161 (18.6%) for
more than 20 years, while 205 (23.7%) were unmarried and
19 (2.2%) did not respond to the question. Thus, the sample
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is about equally distributed among each group.
(a) Domestic Domain
In Table IV-4(1), we see that out of the 410 active
participants in the decision-making process in the domestic
domain, 147 (35.9%) were married for 10-19 years, 103 (25.1%)
for 1-9 years and 100 (24.4%) for more than 20 years. But
out of the 161 women who remained married for more than 20
years, a majority (62.1%) were eager participants in the
process of decision-making. Of the 383 frequent participants.
115 (30%) were married for 1-9 years rnd 92 (24%) for 10-19
years, while 114 (29.8%) were unmarried. Of the 67 rare
participants, 35 (52.2%) were urnmarried and 12 17.9%) were
married for 1-9 years. Thus, the data indicates that women
who have been mairied for a longer period of time are more
inclined to actively participate in the decision-making process.
Place Table IV-4(1) About Here
A contingency coefficient of .31 shows that the partici-
pation degree is positively but weakly related to the duration
of marriage.
(b) Public Domain
In Table IV-4(2) the data demonstrates that out of the
185 active participants in the decision-making process in the
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Table TV-4(i) , Duration of Marriage
(Domestic Domain)
More than 10-19 1-9 Unmarried No Total
20 Years Years Years Answer
Almost 100 147 103 55 5 410
Always (76.2) (117.9)(109.8) (97.1) (9)
Frequently 52 92 115 114 10 383
(71.2) (110.1)(102.6) %90.7) (8.4)
Almost 7 9 12 35 4 67
Never (12.5) (19.3)(18,,0) (15.9) (1.5)
No Answer 2 1 2 1 0 6
(1.1) (1.7) (1.6) (1.4) (0.1)
Total 161 249 232 205 19 866
u.6i.o) (249.o)(232.0) (205.0) (19.0)
C = .31 p < .001
'Expected frequencies are in the parentheses.
public domain, 75 (40.5,) were marrie4 for 10-19 years. Of
the 405 frequent participants, 131 (32.4%) were married for
a period of 1-9 years. Of the 269 rare participants, a
majority (50.6%) were unmarried. Among those women who were
married, women with married life of 1-9 years were the largest
rare participant group. Thus a woman with 10-19 years of
married life is more likely to be active in the decision-
making process, while an unmarried wompn or a woman with less
_ 4$Q -
experience in married life tends to be a passive participant
in the decision-making process.
Table IV-4(2) i Duration of tRarriage
(Public Domain)
1,1ore Than 10-19 1-9 Lrarried No Total
20 Years Year s Years Answer
A2anost 55 75 38 6 185
Alwas (54.4) (53.2) ((4..6) (41.)) (4.1.
:-reqently 90 23 :5 s 405
Alr.o s I6 9 269
'V,0., 7 - 7 ; 3 )
Sev 0r (7 . 5 (591
..o Answer 0 2 1 1 7
(2) (1.9) (1.7) (0.2)
T , 16-1 252 2C05 19 366
(162.0) (:,-.) (272.2 (2. ' (19. 1)
C - .4 .2 j 0
*-xpected frcnuc,.ciec ar, in the -. arenthsese.
A cotir.cy coeific nt of .Y inict .. a mediocre
acsociation nf -he t.;:o-.-,rinbles p<-. , .001).
The findings are in line with our original hypothesis
that marital longevity increases the influence of a woman in
the decision-making process. However, a weak or mediocre
value on contirgency coefficients (C=.31 or C=.4) shows
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3m8nthly e pa rtlescpas, more th8,8% werepaid wlessthan
w3nd0 no theer 67on thre 866rescpandnss 24 (365%) received
less than w30,OQOO perl mo,130 (28.45%) tere wagae waf
bween00 W39,0-~,00 (Thus, ie the infer04l9O tweoryfact (from
moe ha ZOQ0 n 3f 3.% dclno onriut nfrmti1
the da '.:* ?trt, s-; cc the zamnple is mostly composed of women
with an income of !cz than w50,000, participants are also
concentrate.: in the rroups for -he paQ" rcalp of less than
w5,.... conc. t,.ouch the number of -,-omen who are paid
r.. n, concitute a minority Croup, thic group
endc tc a'ct ni-c.-- talke nart in the decision-makin. process*
.- ' w- -0'
re d * l.c n_ , -. ')*;Table'7 0)-(1 , 4cnncSau
.
'7 38
i8 (i'.3) (67.2) (:-5.) (139.) (15)
0 24 0i. 7
.* A;zcr1 0 2 6
(C.3) (±.!) (2. ) (2.2) (0.2)
Total 39 152 307 316 34 866
(16.0) (3).1} (152.1) (307.1) (216.1) (?3.9)
S.48 < .001
*Expected frequencies are in the parentheses.
A contingency coefficient of .48 implies that there is a
positive and rediocre relationship between the two variables
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(C=./8, p < .001).
(b) Public Domain
Table IV-5(2) indicates that out of the 185 active
participants in the decision-making process in the public
domain, 92 (49.7%) received a wage of w50,OOO-w99,000. Of the
405 frequent participants, 202 (49.9%) received wages of less
than w30,O00. Of the 269 rare participants, 137 (50.9%)
belonged to the group of w30,OOO-w4 9,000. Thus, the data
shows that women who are paid more than w50,O00 are more
inclined to take part fully in the decision-making process,
while w-omen who are paid less than w50,O00 tend to: frequently
or rarely participate in the process of decision-making.
Place Table IV-5(2) About Here
A contingency coefficient of .48 demonstrates that a
positive and mediocre association exists between the two
variables (C=.48, p<.O01).
The findings are in keeping with our hypothesis that the
higher the economic status of a woman the more likely she is
to take part in the decision-making process.
(5) Consciousness of Discriminatf gn against Women by Men
The degree to which women are aware of their consciousness
level concerning the biological, legal, political, economic,
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Table IV-5(2) % Economic Status
(Public Domain)
Over wl00,O00 w50,OOO w30,OOO Less Than No Total
w200,OOO -199,000 -99,000 -49,000 w30,OO0 Answer
Almost 8 17 92 39 25 4 185
Always (3.9) (8.3) (32.5) (65.6) (67.5) (7.3)
Frequently 9 13 40 130 202 11 405
(8.4) (18.2) (71.1) (143.6) (147.8) (15.9)
Almost 1 7 20 137 87 17 269
;ever (5.6) (12.1) (47.2) (95.4) (98.2) (10.6)
""Q A'n-Mvler 0 2 0 1 2 L 7(0.2) (0:) (1.2) (2.5) (2.6) (0.3)
To18 39 152 307 316 311- 6
(38.9) (152.0) (307.1) (-l6.1) (li.1)
c = .43 p .001
*: .!.cted frccuencies are in the parentheses.
social ari educational discrimination agains't woiomen y men is
ca-ocgorized by four itcms--high, medium, low and no answer.
Among thc 866 respondents, 333 (38.55) were highly conscious
of discrimination against women by men, 284 (32.8%O) conscious
buu not enthusiastic, 230 (26.6%) lowly conscious and 19 (2.2%)
did not provide an answer to the question. Thus, the respondents
are almost equally divided into three categories.
(a) Domestic Domain
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In Table IV-6(1), it is shown that out of the 410 active
participants in the decision-making process in the domestic
domain, 209 (51%) were highly conscious of discrimination
against women by men. Of thu 383 frequent participants, 156
(40.7%) were conscious but not enthusiastic. Of the 67 rare
participants, 27 (40.3%) were minimally aware. Thus, the data
indicates that women being highly aware of discrimination are
the most likely to almost always or frequently participate in
the decision-making process. On the other hand, women that
are cornscious of discrimination reveal a tendency to rzirely
participate in the process of decision-making.
Place Table IV-6(l) About Here
A contingency coefficient of .29 shows that a positive
but weak relationship exists between the two variabler
(C=.29, p< .001).
(b) Public Domain
In Table IV-6(2), the data indicates that out of the 185
active participan-s in the decision-making process in the
public domain, 124 (67%) were highly conscious of discrimiria-
tion. Of the 405 frequent participants, 168 (41.5%) were
conscious but not enthusiastic, while 147 (36.3%) were highly
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Table IV-6(1) s Consciousness of Discrimination
(Domestic Domain)
High Medium Low No Answer Total
Almost Always 209 107 88 6 410
(157.7) (134.5) (108.9) (9)
Frequently 107 156 115 5 383
(147.3) (125.6) (101.7) (8.4)
Almost Never 1! 18 27 7 67
(25.8) (22.0) (17.8) (1.5)
No Answer 2 3 0 1 6
(2.3) (2) (1.6) (0.1)
Total 333 284 230 19 866
(333.1) (284.1) (230.0) (19.0)
C = .29 p, .001
*Ezpe&;c .:i- encies are in the parentheses.
cons,:.i :. Of the 269 rare participants, 133 (49.4%) were
minim,,lly ccnscious. -Thus, it can be. said that womer. who
are highly consci;)us of discrimination are inclined to actively
or frequent-y take part in the decision-making process. Women
being minimally conscious of discr'mination reveal a tendency to
rarely take part in thn process ef lecision-making.
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Table IV-6(2) , Consciousness of Discrimination
(Public Domain)
Much Medium Low No Answer Total
Almost Always 124 41 12 8 185
(71.1) (60.7) (49.1) (4.1)
Frequently 147 168 84 6 405
(155.7) (132.8) (107.6) (8.9)
Almost Never 60 75 133 1 269
(103.4) (88.2) (71.4) (5.9)
No Answer 2 0 1 4 7
(2.7) (2.3) (1.9) (0.2)
Total 333 284 230 19 866
(332.9) (284.0) (230.0) (19.1)
C = .47 p < .001
*Expected frequencies are in the parentheses.
A contingency coefficient of .47 implies that there exists
a positive and mediocre association between the two variables
(C = .47, p < .001).
The findings confirm our hypothesis that the higzer level
of awareness that a woman possesses concerning discrimination
against women by men, the more likely she is to be in the
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decision-ma;Ung process. Moreover, she tends to be more active
participants in the public domain (C=.47) than in the domestic
domain (C=.29).
(6) Consciousness about the Status of Women
Regarding the question of whether women agree with the
Women's Liberation Movement for complete equality between
men and women, the response is neasured by four categories--
agree, partly agree, disagree and no answer. Amont the 866
respondents, 711 (82%) were highly conscious about the status
of women. 126 (14.6%) conscious but not enthusiastic, 19 (2.2%)
minimally conscious and 10 (1.2%) did not respond when asked.
Thus, most of the women who responded to the question (82%)
are completely interested in equality between men and womcn.
(a) Domestic Domain
In Table IV-7(l) the data shows that out of the 410 active
participants in the decision-making process in the domestic
domain, 375 (91.5%) agreed with the Women's Liberation Movement.
Of the 383 frequent participants, 325. (84.9%) also reacted
positively. Of the 67 rare participants, 53 (79.1%) partly
agreed with the Women's Liberation Movement. Therefore, the
respondents either completely or partially in agreement with
the Women's Liberation Movement for complete equality between
men and women and are actively taking part in the decision-
making process. Even women who are rarely participating in
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the process of decision-making possess partly a consciousness
about the status of women.
Table IV-7(l) s
Consciousness about the Status of Women
(Domestic Domain)
,Agree Partly Agree Disagree No Answer Total
Almost Always 375 32 1 2 410
(336.6) (59.7) (9) (4.7)
Frequently 325 39 4 2 383
(314.5) (55.7) (8.4) (4.4)
Almost Never 11 53 11 4 67
(55) (9.8) (1.5) (0.8)
No Answer 0 2 3 1 6
(4.9) (0.9) (0.1) (0.1)
Total 711 126 19 10 866
(711.0) (126.1) (19.0) (10.0)
C = .58 p'< .001
*Expected frequencies are in the parenth',ses.
A contingenc., coefficient of .58 shows a high association
between the two variables (C=.58, p, .001).
(b) Public Domain
In Table IV-7(2), the data indicates that out of the
185 active participants in the decision-making process in the
public domain, 171 (92.4%) were in full agreem.nt with equal
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treatment for men and women. Of the 405 frequent participants
357 (88.20) agreed. Of the 269 rare participants, 183 (68c')
also were in agreement. Thus, all the respondents are consciour
about the status of vomen regardless of the degree to which
women participate in the decision-making process.
Table IV-7(2) ,
Consciousness about the Status of Women
(Public Domain)
Agree Partly Agree Disagree No Answer Total
Almost Always 171 10 1 3 185
(151.9) (26.9) (4.1) (2.1)
Frequently 357 41 4 3 405
(332.5) (58.9) (8.9) (4.7)
Almost Never 183 75 10 1 269
(220.9) (39.1) (5.9) (3.1)
No Answer 0 0 4 3 7
(5.8) (1.0) (0.2) (0.1)
Total 711 126 19 10 866
(7:.) (125.9) (19.1) (1.0.0)
c= 46 p < .ooi
*Expected frequencies are in the parentheses.
A contingency coefficient of .46 shows that a positive
and mediocre association exists between the two variables
(C=.4 6, p <.ooi).
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The findings are in line with our hypothesis that the
more a worian is aware of the status and roles of women in
iiational development, the more likely she is to participate
in the decision-making process. Furthermore, a woman that
possesses a high awareness about the status of women tends to
be more active in the process of decision-making at home
(C=.58) than outside the home (C=.46).
(7) Residential Area
The place in which a woman lives is deqlt with in terms
of five areas--metropolitan, city, country, village (farm or
fisi"ng) and no answer. Among the 866 respondents, 304 (35.1%)
livcd in the country, 212 (24.5%) in the metropolitan area,
129 (21.8,") resided in village, 153 (17.7%) in the city and
S (0.9-) did not reply to the question. Thus, the respondents
Lre rclatively equally dispersed among the places under
conSideration.
(a) Domestic Domain
Table IV-8(l) indicates that out of the 410 active
participants in the decision-making process in the domestic
domain, 134 (32.7%) lived in the metropolitan area, while
133 ',12.41) resided in the country. Of the 383 frequent
participants, 143 (37.3%) lived In the country. Of the 67
rare participants, 27 (40.3%) also lived in the country. Thus,
the data implies that women living in the metropolitan area
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tend to actively take part in the decision-making process,
though the number is not conspicuous. On the other hand, women
residing in a country enviroru(,i* do not show any particular
characteristics in their behavior of participation in the
process of decision-making.
Table IV-8(l) i Residential Area
(Domestic Domain)
Metropolitan City Country Village No Answer Total
Almost 134 54 133 84 5 410
A Ivys (100.4) (72.4) (143.9) (89.5) (3.8)
Frequenltly 64 30 143 93 3 383
(93.8) (67.7) (134.5) (83.6) (3.5)
Almost 11 17 27 12 0 67
Scv or (16.4) (11.8) (23.5) (14.6) (0.6)
.o Answer 3 2 1 0 0 6
(1.5) (1.1) (2.1) (1.3) (0.1)
Total 212 153 304 189 8 866
(212.1) (153.0) (3o4.o)(189.0) (8.0)
C = .21 p < .001
*Expected frequencies are in the parentheses.
A contingency coefficient of .21 indicates that there is
a positive but weak relationship between the tw, variables
(C=.21, p 4 .06).
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(b) Public Domain
Table IV-8(2) shows that out of the 185 active participants
in the decision-making process in the public domain, 76 (41.1%)
liveJ in the metropolitan area, while 57 (30.8%) resided in
the country. Of the 405 frequent participants, 146 (36.1%)
lived in the country, while 105 (25.9%) lived in village. Of
the 269 rare participants, 100 (37.2%) lived in the country.
Thus, the respondents living in the metropolitan area are
inclined to almost always participate in the decision-making
T)rcccss. ,-hile women living in the countr-j or village tend to
fr, uently or almost never participate in the process of
Place Table IV-3(2) About Here
A cont rgen.cy coefficient of .36 indicates tha- a positive
but vwea relationship exists between -he two variables (C=.36,
PK .00").
The findings are in keeping with our basic hypothesis
that th,.i longer a woman lives in an urban setting, the more
likely she is to participate in the decision-making process.
Hlowever, "the relationship between residential areas and the
participation degree is weak (C=.21 and C=.36). This finding
might be attributed to the following two factors' First, the
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largest group of the respondents lived in the country and this
group did not show any conspicuous features concerning the
participation in the decision-making process. Secondly,
women living either in the urban area or rural area tended to
frequently participate in the process of decision-making.
Table IV-8(2) s Residential Area
(Public Domain)
Metropolitan City Country Village No Answer Total
Almost 76 24 57 26 2 185
Always (45.3) (32.7) (64.9) (40.4) (0.4)
Frequently 70 82 146 105 2 405
(99.2) (71.6) (142.2)(88.4) (3.7)
Almost 64 45 100 57 1 269
Never (65.9) (47.5) (94.4) (58.7) (2.5)
No Answer 2 2 1 1 3 7
(1.7) (1.2) (2.5) (1.5) (0.1)
Total 212 153 304 189 8 866
(212.1) (153.0) (3o4.o)(189.o) (8.0)
C = .36 p 4 .001
*Expected frequencies are in the parentheses.
In all, the contingency coefficients demonstrate that
the seven selected independent variables are positively
related to the degree to which women participate in the
decision-making process both in the domestic and public dcfaains.
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In the domestic domain, the most important independent
variable is consciousness about the status of women (C=.58).
Other independent variables, age (C=.53), education (C=.49),
economic status (C=.49). duration of marriage (C=.31),
consciousness of discrimination against women by men (C=.29)
and residential area (C=.21), show their importance in the
descending order. Thus, consciousness about the status of
women, age, education and economic status are good indicators
of women's participation in the domestic decision-making process.
In the public domain, the most significant in!ependent
variable is education (C=.56). Other independent variables,
economic status (C=.48), consciousness of discrimination against
women by men (C=.47), consciousness about the status of women
(C=.46), duration of marriage 'C=.44), a e (C=.39) and
residential afea (C=.36) demonstrate the-r significance in
the dezcending, order. Thus, in general, education, economic
status, and consciousness about the status of women can
relatively well explain the dependent variable.
These findin{is have confirmed the central hypothesis of
.his paper that Korean vmen will perform more effective roles
in national development as they become more involved in
decision-making. Therefore, we can conclude that as women
become better-educated, economically better-off and highly
conscious about the status of women, their participation in
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the proccsL oil' i:inn~ifUwl be increazled. And thic
increanccd participa-tici %qill iak xioani Urentiy cuntribute
to national doe.lopment.
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CHAPRER V i SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Korea needs additional vigorous studies to explore,
investigate and identify impeding factors in the advancement
of the legal, political, social and economic status of Korean
women in relation to their integration into national development.
In this study, seven indicators were chosen to clarify
the decision-making process which reflects the status of
women in Korea. They were age, education, duration of marriage,
economic starus, consciousness of discrimination against women
by men, consciousness about the status of women and residential
area. For further research, more indicators such as religion,
occupation, family system, political socialization, etc.
should be added.
A study on the problem of Korean women from the point of
view of Korean men would provide valuable insights (e.g.,
a comparison of men's attitude toward women's status with
women's attitudes toward their own status) and new directions
related to the advancement and participation of women in Korea.
The research on "decision-making" or "family power
structure" in Lhe United States has been a one-sided study
giving the wives' view-points only according to Constantina
Safilios-Rochschild. Therefore, data on decision-making is
generally barely comparable. Ron's views should be supplemented
in order to give a balanced and objective view.
In this researdh, there was no mention of the influence
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techniques used by wives, whether verbal or non-verbal. These
influence techniques need to be further pursued. More
information would be necessary about the differentiation of
used influence techniques according to the importance accorded
to the decision; the degree of effectiveness of the influence
techniques used as perceived by each spouse, and the course of
behavior followed in case of failure to convince the dis-
agreeing spouse.
In addition, methodological problems should te solved.
The calculation and use of an over-all decision-making scope
is methodologically not suitable. In -his study, all decisions
are given an equal weight. Some decisions, however, are more
important and are made frequently, requiring much mole time and
energy than other decisions.
In Korea, Blood and Wolf's (1960) "Resource Theory" and
Heer's "Exchange Theory" should be applied and moaified whenever
it suits the conditions in Korea.
A comparative study of the findings of this project with
the findings of a similar project in other countries would
constitute an excellent follow-up research. The models of other
countries could be categorized; into 3 areasithe industrially
advanced countries, the developing countries, and the countries
in between. Even these three categories do not neatly fit in to
precise model form because each country has it's own unique
cultural context and it's own peculiar characteristics albeit
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the differences in the degree of economic development.
However, by encouraging a comparative study, the theory
concerning the problem of .!he integration of women's status
into development can be developed and constructive results can
be obtained which can be applied to actual practice.
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CHAPTER Vii SUr14ARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The problem of women's participation in development is
one of the three themes of the International Women's Year.
It covers the political, economic, and social participation.
To understand the problem, we reviewed the existing situation
in Korea for the full integration of women in national develop-
ment. The programs for this purpose should be done with a view tr
assuring that women's capabilities and needs are fully taken
into consideration. This requires a long, painstaking effort
to enable women to make a more productive and constructive
contribution to development.
The women's studies concerning the status of women in
Korea was substantial. However, the problem of the integration
of women's status into development is a rather new concept.
Therefore, in accordance with the world trend, with its em-
phasis on women in development, the pursuance of the study on
women's status in development is a very essential and timely
one*
This study is the first attempt to integrate womengs
status into development, therefore, it was general in scope.
However, focusing on decision-making is an indicator to assess
and evaluate the status of women in Korea.
This study sampled 866 Korean women from Seoul, the
provinces of Kyunggi, Kangwon, Chungchong, Kyungsang, Chulla
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and Cheju Island. The generalizations of our findings
ca be summarized as follows.
1) The degree of participation in decision-making
is relative to age& an older woman has more
influence in this process. And she tended to
be more actively participating in the domestic
decision-making process rather than the public
decision-making process.
2) The degree of participation in decision-making
is tied to education: A more educated woman
exerts greater influence in this process. And
she is more actively associated with the public
decision-making process rather than with the
domestic decision-making process.
3) Marital longevity increases the influence of a
woman in the decision-making process. A woman
with a longer marriage life, tends to participate
more actively in decision-making in public domain
rather than in the domestic domain.
4) The higher the economic status of a woman the more
likely she is to take part in the decision-making
process in the domestic and public domains.
5) The more a woman is conscious of discrimination
against women by men, the more likely she is to
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be in the decision-making process. Morever,
a highly conscious woman tends to be a more
active participant in the public domain rather
than in the domestic domain.
6) The more a woman is conscious about the status
and roles of women in national development,
the more likely she is to participate in the
decision-making process. Furthermore, a woman
being highly conscious about the status of
women is likely to be more active in the process
of decision-making in the domestic sphere rather
than in the public domain.
7) The longer a woman lives in an urban setting,
the more likely she is to participate in the
decision-making process. She tends to more
actively take a greater part in the public
decision-making process rather than in the
domestic decision-making process.
Thus, our findings show that the degree to which a woman
participates in decision-making can best be explained by such
variables as age, education, economic status and consciousness
about the status of women. Thus, when a woman is better-
educated# economically better-off, and more conscious about
her status, she is likely to take part in the process of
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decision-making which affects her status, and which will
highten and positively contribute to national Qevelopment.
Aftrr this broad, general picture about the developmental
aspect, specific fields such as population, health, training
for urban jobs, training of agricultural techniques, and
the role of communication and mass media in influencing public
opiAion toward development should be vigorously studied and
pursued.
Human beings are the most important resources for develop-
rent. They are, at the same time, both the agents and the
beneficiaries of development. Tl- quality of the societies
ir wrich they live and develop will be determined by the
ex- nt to which they are involved in the process of trans-
form at ion.
About half of the human resources available for develop-
:rent are women. But, the majority of women nave been
excluded from development in most countries. We have to
face !his fact that available human resources are wasted or
neglected. We have to correct this situation. In such an
endeavor, not only women, but men, families, communities,
nations, and the world will be benefited
In order to fully utilize this half of the human
resources in the world for development, the status of women
should be advanced.
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In so doing, social justice will be attained i.n which
women will find self-fulfullment and self-respect through
contributing to national development.
Now, at the conclusion of this study, we recommend
the following programs for the best utilization of women -s
resources for national development.
Access to education and training is a key to social
and economic progress. Equal education for women is hampered
by a whole set of mutually-dependent ideas and traditions
that define and limit the female role. In Korea, the
shortage of educational facilities, in combination with a
belief that boys should be educated first, effectively
excludes many girls. Where there are few schools in the
rural areas, students ordinarily must be prepared to travel
some distance, and girlt' attendance is limited by beliefs
that they should not travel alone, or live apart from
family supervision. In poor families, children's labor
often contributes vitally to the economic viability of the
household. Girls' education is precluded or curtailed by
the belief that it is more appropriate for daughters than
sons to be responsible for time-consuming household chores,
care of younger children, and in some regions, farming or
marketing activities.
Furthermore, lack of appropriate employment oppor-
tunities for educated individuals dampens enthusiasm for
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costly education. Where jobs are scarce, they tend to go
to men first, so parents reasonably conclude that the invest-
ment ip education for their daughters offers a questionable
return, than does education for their sons.
Sone of the solutions to the problem of inequality in
education are obviouso none of them are necessarily easy.
Equal access to existing educational facilities and positions
wo2ld be a first step. Equal access to non-academic employ-
mrnt, which would justify the time and financial investment
In education, is also crucial.
"hc vocational training for girls should be intensified.
1 '->c.aLIy. integrated or specl)al training programs should
-& dcveloped for girls and women in rural areas to enable
thc. to -,articipate fully and productively in economic and
soctal development and to learn advanced technology in agri-
culture. Such programs snould include training in modern
:nethods of agriculture and use Of equipment, co-operatives,
marketi:.g, and in health, nutrition, Xamily planning and
education.
Text books should be revised to present an image of
womcn in positive and participatory roles in society.
Vocational training should be available to boys and
girls to prove them with equal employment opportunities.
In Korea, 39.6% of the economically active population
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are women and nearly 37% of women of workiuig age (over 14)
are in the labor force, This shows that women's contri-
bution i, substantial and has not been fully recognized.
The majority of women are engaged in a limited number of
occupations at lower levels of skill and responsibility.
The government should formulate policies to give
equal opportunity and treatment for woman workers. Equal
pay for equal work is recommended. Minimum wages should
be applied to women. And protective legislation for women
should be enforced and reviewed from time to time.
In view of the fact that a major obstacle in improving
the s-atJs of women lies in public attitudes and values
regarding women's roles in society, the mass comi.unication
m d;a plays an important role for shaping opinions regcrding
women and can exercise a sirn.ficant influence in helping
to remove prejudices against women. The government and
various voluntary organizations should encourage thL mazs
media to take an objective view towards women and to ensure
that information should be provided on the current status
of women in various countries, with particular emphasis on
the changing roles of men and women.
The mass media should seek to raise public consciousness
with respect to these changing roles and should be urged
to project a more positive view of women and to take into
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account the diversity of women's roles and their actual
and potential contribution to society at large.
The authors would like to see these recomnitndations
implemented by the government and social institutions,
thus helping highten women's status, which will contri-
bute greatly to national development.
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FOOTNOTES
CHAPTER I
l-The History of Korean Women" consisting of 3 volumes is
published by Ewha Womans University. The same book, abridged
and translated into English was entitled "Women of Korea".
2For example, Bae Kyung Sook's Women and Law published in
Korean and also in English. Her book consists of three parts.
The Women's movement around the world, laws concerning all the
citizens, and family law. The third part is the most important
of all.
Chung Kwang Hyun wrote books on Family Law and Family
Inheritance Law. Lee Tae Young, a noted female lawyer, wrote
an article on "The "egal Status of Korean Women" which was
included in the book, A History of Korean Women. There is
alSo an article on "The Women's Status from the Viewpoint of
Civil -ode." Thus, the studies on the legal status of Korean
Y-oen are available. Primarily civil law scholars and experts
-eal wl h the problem of women.
-Among -he works on working women is "An Analysis of
Workwng Conditions of Women Workers in Korea" by Kim Ok Yul and
."Tai 'Ti which is a survey conducted on the women in the
.ranuf-ctur-... L'r.dustries throughout Korea. A more recent study
-,:. one ny Lee Myo Chal and Cho Hyoung, "The Characteristics
of .7en-e - Labor Force Participation in Korc."in 1976. The
I : e .ing with working women's awareness and attitude are
Lcee Lons; Won's "The Workign 'oman's Attitude Toward Occupation
and The Far iiy," Lee Hyo Chai and Lee Dong Won's "University
Women's Occupational Structure and Their Job Consciousness," and
Kim Ok Y-.l's Korean Women's Job Awareness,"
,lany graduate students have been toncerned with women in.
employment, especially noting discrimination against women in
trade and industry. Amo(.g them, we find Kim Choon Kyung's The
reer, t 2ituation of Korean Working Women and Their Basic
Problems. Kim Soon Ok wrote an interesting thesis on "The Study
of the Impact of Employed Women on Their Conjugal Conflict." Choi
Chan Hi wrote a thesis on the "Women's Status from the Viewpoint
of Labor Law." "The Social Status of Women in the Banking Industry"
was studied by Lee Han Soon*
YWCA also conducted a survey on women in the banking industry
and brought attention to the problem faced by women in that
industry. Some recommendations were made to alleviate discrimination
against women employees,
4 For example, see Kang Wu Chul, Kim Dae Whan and Lee Kun Su,
"Social Function of Woman Leaders in Rural Development."
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5 Peggy R. Sanday, "Female qt;tus in *h, Public Domain.,"
edited by Michelle Zimbalist Rosaldo and Louise Lamphere,
Women Culture and Society (California: Stanford Univ. Press.
1974), p. 1901 see also Michelle Zimbalist Rosaldo, "Woman
Culture and Societya A Theoretical Overview," in Woman Culture
and Society. pp.17-42 1 Karen Sachs, "Engels Revisited: Women,
the Organization of Production, and Private Property," in
Wcnan Culture and Societypp.207-22.
6Micnael G. Smith. Government in Zazau. London, 1960,
FT. 18-9.
7Claude E. Welch, Jr., Political Modernization, 1967o
8Sidney Siegel, Nonparametric Statistics for the Behavioral
Sciences (New York, McGraw-Hill Book, 1956), p. 196.
k stands for columns and r represents rows.
9john H. i, ueller and Karl F. Schuessler, Statistical
R....nn in Sociology (Boston, Houghton Whfflin, 1961), pp.2 64-
6~7.
CHAPTER II
2Xayra Buvinic, Women and World Development An Annotated
Bitliography, (Washington D.C., Overseas Development Council,1976),
p. i.
2 1id., p. 2.
3Ild.
.-cggy R. Sanday,'Female Status in the Public Domain," ed.
by ;.ichele ". Rosaldo and Louise Lamphere, Woman.Culture and
Soc'ety,(Stanfordt Stanford University Press, 1974) pp.189-206 ..
5William H. Chafe, The American Woman, (london, Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 1972), p. 194.
6Quoted in Louise Lamphere, "Strategies, Cooperation, and
Cor:flict, Among Women in Domestic Groups," in Woman.Culture and
Society, p. 99.
7Michael G. Smith, Government in Zazau, London, 1960, pp.18-9.
8Lamphere, op. cit.; p. 99.
9Ulmer S. Sidney, ed., Political Decision-Makina, (New Yorki
Nostrand Reinhold, 1970), p. 3.
10Richard C. Snyder, NA Decision-Making Approach to the Study
olitical Phenomenon," in Roland Young, ed., Approaches to the
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8 Constantina Safilios-Rothschild, "The Study of Family Power
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1 1 Kiyomi Morioka, Family Sociology, (Tokyo: Yuhikaku, 1967),
pp. 6 2 -3.
12William H. Chafe, The American Woman (London, Oxford Universit:
Press, 1972), pp. 222-3.
13Ibid.
14 Ibid., p. 119.
15Lamphere, p. 106.
16Chafe, p. viii.
17Ibid., p. ix.
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